
 

Applying traffic rule exemptions helps
emergency vehicles reach patients faster

November 15 2017

Rapid response (emergency) vehicles can halve the average time it takes
to reach a critically injured patient if they apply traffic rule exemptions,
which allow them to exceed speed limits, bypass road signs, and pass
through red lights, reveals research published online in Emergency
Medicine Journal.

On average, these emergency vehicles were able to reduce their response
time by 14 minutes thanks to these 'blue light' exemptions. This could be
a matter of life or death, suggest the researchers.

A rapid response vehicle (RRV) is a car that has been kitted out with all
the emergency equipment normally found on a conventional ambulance,
but its smaller size enables it to nip through traffic more quickly.

However, driving under blue light exemptions to reach an emergency
faster heightens the risk of a road traffic collision, and concerns have
been raised as to whether this increased risk can be justified.

To tease out these issues further, the researchers directly compared the
response times of vehicles when driven normally with satellite navigation
(standard driving); and when the warning lights and sirens were on, a
trained navigator was in the car, and blue light exemptions were used
(emergency driving).

In all, 40 responses on weekdays and weekends were assessed over a
period of eight months in London in 2016.
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The distances covered were similar for both types of response, but the
average speed for emergency driving was much faster at 46.1km/ hour,
compared to 20.1km/hour for standard driving.

The response time was also 14 minutes quicker with emergency driving,
equal to a more than halving (just under 55%) of the time it took for
standard driving to reach a critically injured person.

The researchers outline some caveats. They only looked at one urban
service (London's Air Ambulance) and geography, road layout, and
traffic flow patterns can all influence response times.

"The potential increased risk of an emergency response should only be
accepted when it allows a clinically significant time saving for patients
who are critically injured or sick," they emphasise.

"The current study found London's Air Ambulance RRVs to be
significantly quicker when responding with warning lights, sirens and
traffic rule exemptions compared with a response being compliant with
all traffic signals, road signs and speed limits" they conclude.

  More information: Emergency versus standard response: time
efficacy of London's Air Ambulance rapid response vehicle, Emergency
Medicine Journal (2017). DOI: 10.1136/emermed-2017-206663
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